Tune of the Month: Green Sleeves
Not the familiar melody, but an old Irish dance tune in jig format, The quarter note in bar three of lines one and two
should not be dotted.
and NOT hearing the rich variety of tones, styles, and personal nuances fiddlers bring to the stage? (continued next
month)
Fiddle Tips, by Eileen Walter:

Bowing – It Does Make a Difference

Bowing – Where do I even begin!?! There are many more aspects of bowing to consider than I can even begin to
discuss in one short column, so this month I’ll merely scratch the surface, and will address specifics in the future.
The direction in which the bow is traveling (up or down) on any given note, and where one chooses to slur two or
more notes in one bow stroke can make an enormous difference in both ease of fiddling and in the sound produced.
There are many effective ways to bow any specific tune, and there are also many ineffective ways. Experienced
fiddlers often instinctively choose effective bowings, usually depending on the style of their fiddling. Inexperienced
fiddlers would be wise to learn bowings while learning tunes – either through written music, video, or having
someone show them. Eventually, after gaining enough experience playing with effective bowings, good instinct will
usually take over.
There are many things to consider in addition to the direction of the bow. Here is a partial list:
Work your way towards the frog or tip of the bow so as to have enough space on the bow for a long note.
Keep the bow evenly on both strings while playing a double stop.
Make sure your elbow is high enough soon enough when crossing to a lower string.
Keep your wrist flexible enough to keep your upper arm from “swinging”. Along those same lines, make sure your
bow stick is tipped away from you and your wrist pointing up when you’re playing towards the frog.
Keep down bows and up bows even – up bows may need an extra push as you’re working against gravity.
Find the proper bow hair tension for what you’re playing – also the proper speed of the bow and amount of bow.
Transferring the proper amount of “pressure” or “weight” through your first finger onto the bow – which will
constantly change depending on what you’re playing and which part of your bow is on the string.
There are many other things to consider – pivoting over a string, accenting notes, etc. but I’ve run out of space.
I encourage you to contact me with suggestions or if there are certain bowing or other issues which concern you.
Thanks, Eileen (503-701-1578) or Eileen@portlandfiddleteacher.com
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